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Circulation Sheets and Instructions

The purpose of this memorandum is to explain and provide general information regarding the proper
completion of circulation sheets.
A circulation sheet serves many purposes. It allows Board Members, attorneys and paralegals to
communicate case-related information. It also enables the docket team in the Clerk's Office to record
important data regarding the disposition of each case. Additionally, the circulation sheets are used to track
issues such as Immigration Judge conduct and cases that warrant investigation for attorney discipline by
EOIR's Office of General Counsel.
It is very important that attorneys and paralegals accurately designate the appropriate decision and
disposition codes. Certain recorded data is used by the Immigration Courts to schedule hearings for the
respondent or to proceed with existing scheduled hearings. The selection of the wrong decision or
disposition code can lead to the loss of valuable time and resources for personnel at the Immigration Court
and the Board in correcting codes. Moreover, recorded data is shared with various components of the
Department of Homeland Security, who in tum use our decision and disposition code data to make
determinations regarding the benefits that aliens may be entitled to receive, as well as to take action to
remove aliens from the United States. Therefore, accurately completing the circulation sheets is very
important.

If you have any questions about completing a circulation sheet, please contact your Team Leader and/or
Senior Panel Attorney, or Senior Legal Advisor Amy Minton.
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I. FRONT SIDE
Although each Panel has its own circulation sheet, all Panel circulation sheets must meet specified basic
requirements. With respect to individual Panel requirements, please consult any appropriate internal Panel
directives.

Instructions for Board Members:
A. Initials & Date Box - After reviewing the draft decision, Board Members should place their initials next
to their names, followed by the date. This informs the Board Member secretaries that the decision has been
reviewed and may either be moved to another Board Member or sent to the Clerk's Office for processing.
B. Vote - Board Members should indicate "Yes" or "Ok"if they accept the decision, or "No" if they do not
agree with the decision as drafted. The Clerk's Office will not process the case/motion unless the vote of
the Board Member has been recorded.

C. SOP - Board Members should indicate whether they anticipate writing a separate opinion.
D. Decision Bank - If the Board Member believes that the decision should be included in the Decision
Bank, the Board Member should place a check in the Decision Bank box.
E. Special Instructions To Docket - This section should be used to bring any special processing
instructions to the attention of the Clerk's Office Docket Team. For example, this section may be used to
request that a courtesy copy of the decision be sent to an attorney. This space should not be used to
communicate with other Board Members or attorneys. However, if positive feedback is provided to the
attorney or paralegal in the Comments/Analysis section, the Board Member should mark the "Copy of
Circulation Sheet to Atty/PL, TL & SPA" box in this section.
F. Comments/Analysis - After reviewing the decision, Board Members may make comments regarding the
drafted decision and write comments to other Board Members for their consideration. Board Members may
prefer or elect to use a "Goldenrod" to communicate with other Board Members regarding a specific case.
This area may be utilized to provide positive feedback to the attorney or paralegal. Please note that, if
positive feedback is provided to the attorney or paralegal, the Board Member should mark the "Copy of
Circulation Sheet to Atty/PL, TL & SPA" box in the Special Instructions To Docket section.

G. IJC - If language in the proposed order addresses the Immigration Judge's conduct in the proceedings
below, this notation should be circled. Moreover, if the Board's decision remands the case to a different
Immigration Judge due to an Immigration Judge's conduct, this notation must be circled.
H. AC -This notation relates to egregious conduct of the private attorney in the case and should be circled
when the record reveals that the attorney's conduct in representing the alien is of a nature serious enough
that it may warrant an investigation by EOIR's Office of General Counsel (OGC). Circumstances which
might warrant referral to OGC may be found at 8 C.F.R. § 1003.102.
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In addition, this notation should be circled ifthere is any suspicions or concerns about possible fraud upon
EOIR. The case may then be referred to OGC's Fraud Program for further consideration.

Instructions for Attorneys and Parale&als:
In addition to the general guidance below, you should consult your Panel's guidance for additional
information on specific panel requirements for the completion of the front side of the circulation sheet.

A. 3 Bd. M or 1 Bd. M Box - Check the appropriate box to designate whether the circulated decision is
either a three-Board Member decision or a single-Board Member decision.
B. Recirculate Box - This box should be checked if the proposed decision is being recirculated to the Board
Member or Panel after revisions. When recirculating a case, a new circulation sheet must be used. The
previous circulation sheet, comments, and prior proposed decision should all be attached to the new
circulation sheet (folded). Furthermore, prior drafts of the Board's decision should have the front page
crossed out in order to avoid confusion as to which draft is the final decision to be mailed out to the parties
by the Clerk's Office.
C. A# and Name - The Alien(s) name(s) and alien registration nwnber(s) should be filled in on the
circulation sheet. If there is more than one alien and the decisions are not the same for all the aliens involved
in the proceedings, separate circulation sheets must be filled out in order to reflect the different decision and
disposition codes.
D. Attorney/Paralegal- The attorney or paralegal who prepared the decision should place his or her initials
next to the Attorney/Paralegal box, followed by the date. This advises the Board Members, as well as the
supervisory legal assistant or legal assistant, that the order is ready for review by the Panel.
E. Decision Bank - If the attorney or paralegal believes that the drafted decision should be included in the
decision bank, place a check in the appropriate box. Moreover, please briefly explain why the drafted
decision is appropriate for selection.
F. Special Instructions To Docket - This section should be used to bring any special processing
instructions to the attention ofthe Clerk's Office docket team. For example, make a notation here to request
that a courtesy copy of the decision be sent to an attorney or to indicate that the decision is an interim order.
Note: Panel 3 has a designated Interim Order Circulation sheet which should be utilized by Panel 3 attorneys
and paralegals.

G. IJC - Iflanguage in the proposed order addresses the Immigration Judge's conduct in the proceedings
below, this notation should be circled. Moreover, if the Board's decision remands the case to a different
Immigration Judge due to an Immigration Judge's conduct, this notation must be circled.
H. AC - This notation relates to egregious conduct of the private attorney in the case and should be circled
when the record reveals that the attorney's conduct in representing the alien is of a nature serious enough
that it may warrant an investigation by EOIR's Office of General Counsel (OGC). Circwnstances which
might warrant referral to OGC may be found at 8 C.F.R. § 1003.102.
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In addition, this notation should be circled ifthere is any suspicions or concerns about possible fraud upon
EOIR. The case may then be referred to OGC's Fraud Program for further consideration.

I. Comments/Analysis - This section should be used to bring substantive issues related to the draft decision
to the attention of the Board Members. Comments should be clear, concise, and legible. If more room is
necessary, prepare a separate memo, with the alien's name and alien registration number, and attach the
memo to the circulation sheet. Note: Be sure to comply with any Panel-specific instructions when
completing this section.
Immigration Judge - Identify the Immigration Judge whose decision is being challenged on appeal.
Circuit - Identify the controlling circuit law. Note: Usually the circuit of the final designated hearing
location (where the final hearing takes place as identified in the final hearing notice issued by the
Immigration Court) is controlling. A map identifying the 13 judicial circuits may be found on the
EOIR Intranet; Virtual Law Library at:
http://eoirweb/library/geninfo/internalwork/weekly/circuit_main.htm
Document Filename - Identify the name and location of the electronic copy of the proposed decision.
Note: Not all Panels require this information on their panel circulation sheet.
II. Reverse Side

The backside ofthe circulation sheet is used to record two types of codes: decision and disposition codes.
Attorneys and paralegals must only select one decision code and one disposition code for each case. 1 Use
a separate circulation sheet for each alien whenever a proposed order results in different decision or
disposition codes for the aliens addressed in the order. This is important because it reduces the possibility
of recording the wrong code.
Below is a description of the active decision and disposition codes currently used by the Board.

A. Decision Codes - The circulation sheet is used by the Clerk's Office docket team to process and close
out a case once the decision has been approved and signed by the Board Member(s). The decision code is
used not only to indicate the result of the case, but also to provide data to the Immigration Court, DHS,
social service agencies, and Congress. Therefore, attorneys and paralegals must circle the appropriate
decision code on the back of the circulation sheet.
Only one decision code may be selected. Therefore, it is important to select the single code that most
correctly reflects the specific decision in each case.

1

When issuing an interim order, a decision and disposition code is not required. Except for
Panel 3, "Interim Order" should be written in the Special Instructions to Docket section of the front
side of the circulation sheet in order to alert the Clerk's Office that a decision and disposition code is not
required.
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Group I - This group generally applies to case appeals, bond appeals, DD appeals, and appeals of denials
of Immigration Judge motions.

SUS

This code applies when the appeal is sustained, that is, the appealing party prevails.

DIS

This code applies when the appeal is dismissed, that is, the appealing party does not prevail, and
the decision of the Immigration Judge or District Director stands.

DVD This code applies when the decision dismisses the appeal, but contains a FURTHER ORDER
granting voluntary departure. This codes also applies ifthe Board reinstates voluntary departure.
SAF

This code applies when the Board affirms without opinion the decision ofthe Immigration Judge
or DHS officer as provided at 8 C.F.R. § 1003.l(e)(4).

SAV This code applies when the Board affirms without opinion the decision of the Immigration Judge
as provided at 8 C.F.R. § 1003.l(e)(4), but further grants voluntary departure.
SUD

This code applies when an appeal is summarily dismissed for any of the reasons stated at
8 C.F.R. §§ 1003.l(d)(2)(i)(A)-(H).

Group II - This group generally applies to motions to reopen or reconsider after a final administrative Board
order.
DEN This code applies when the motion is denied. This code also applies when a motion is number
or timed barred.
GNR This code applies when a motion is granted and the Board disposes of the case without
remandin,: the matter to the Immigration Judge or District Director.

Group III - This group is a mixed bag and may apply either to appeals or motions.

BCR This code MUST be selected if the sole basis for the remand to the Immigration Court is for
background and security checks to be completed or updated by the DHS. For example, the
proposed decision provides that the alien is eligible for cancellation of removal, but the record
does not reveal that security checks have been reported to the Immigration Judge by DHS or the
record does not reveal that the prior reported checks are current.
NOTE: It is very important to select this code when the case is being remanded for
the purpose of allowing DHS the opportunity to complete or update background and
security checks. If not selected, the Immigration Court will not be able to properly
process the case.

REM This code must be selected if ANY part of the decision, other than for background or security
checks, remands the case to the Immigration Court or District Director.
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NOTE: It is very important to select this code when the case is being remanded for
any purpose other than for background and security checks. If not selected, the
Immigration Court will not be able to properly process the case.
NJU

This code applies where the Board lacks jurisdiction to review the merits of the appeal or
motion. For example, this code is used when an alien files a direct appeal of an in absentia
order, or an appeal is untimely.

CPG The CPC code was used to designated conditional asylum grants based upon coercive population
control policies and has been replaced in CASE by the CPG code. Although the cap placed on
CPC grants has been abolished, the requirement to record asylum grants based on coercive
population control policies remains. However, unless the Board issues grants of relief as
opposed to remanding pursuant to the security check rule, the BCR code should be selected
when the respondent is found eligible for asylum based on coercive population control policies.

Note: The CPG code also applies when the decision is dismissing a DHS appeal of an
Immigration Judge's grant of asylum on a conditional basis or the decision summarily affirms
the appeal, or the appeal is withdrawn.
WDL This code applies when an appeal or motion is withdrawn.
TER This code applies when the Board's decision results in the proceedings being terminated because
deportability or alienage has not been established. In this regard, the alien is not subject to
exclusion/deportation/removal proceedings. Some other examples include when an alien is
deceased; OHS adjusts the alien's status to that of a lawful permanent resident; or the alien is
granted US citizenship by OHS. However, this code should not be selected when an application
for relief, for example, asylum, is granted.

MBD This code applies (1) when a bond appeal is dismissed as moot per Matter of Valles, 21 I&N
Dec. 769 (BIA 1997) (while an appeal is pending from an IJ's bond redetermination decision the
IJ renders a second bond redetermination); (2) when the primary issue in the alien's deportation
or removal proceeding is decided by the Board or IJ (administratively final decision); or (3)
where the alien departed the United States (no longer considered in DHS custody).

0TH This code applies only when none of the other codes accurately reflect the outcome of the case.
Group IV - Miscellaneous group - These codes should generally not be selected unless there are specific
instructions to do so.
CON This code applies when proceedings are being continued indefinitely. Currently, this code is
being used to identify cases that are administratively closed because of repapering eligibility.
DED This code applies to cases that are administratively closed because the alien is subject to deferred
enforced departure through Presidential Order.
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TPS

This code applies to cases administratively closed because the Attorney General or Department
of Homeland Security has granted Temporary Protected Status to aliens of this nationality.

ABC This code applies to cases administratively closed pursuant to the settlement
agreement in American Baptist Churches v. Thornburgh, 760 F.Supp. 796 (N .D.Cal.
1991) ("ABC'). Note: This code is in the process of being activated and will be
placed on the circulation sheet in the near future. Until then, if you have a case in
which this code is appropriate, please consult with your Team Leader or Senior Panel
Attorney.
B. Disposition Codes
The disposition codes are used to determine whether the alien is under an administratively final order
of exclusion/deportation/removal. Unlike the decision codes, which provide information about the nature
of the decision, the disposition codes provide information to other government agencies regarding whether
the alien is subject to removal. Therefore, in addition to designating a single decision code, attorneys and
paralegals must also circle one of the following disposition codes.
Y This should be selected if the proposed order would subject the alien to an administratively final
order of exclusion/deportation/removal with no voluntary departure or would leave such a
preexisting order in effect. For example, this category would include initial orders of
exclusion/deportation/removal where no relief of voluntary departure is granted and all subsequent
orders denying an alien's motion to reopen or reconsider. Additionally, this code should also be
selected for asylum or withholding only proceedings. This code is also selected when the only form
of relief granted is withholding of removal or withholding or deferral under CAT, as DHS may
remove the alien to a third country.
N This should be selected in all exclusion/deportation/removal cases where the alien is not or is no
longer excludable/deportable/removable. This would include cases where relief is granted or the
proceeding are terminated, proceedings are reopened or reconsidered, or no order of removal is
entered. Additionally, this code is used for case appeals that are administratively closed, such as a
continuation of a case indefinitely (CON), Deferred Enforced Departure (OED), Temporary
Protected Status (TPS) orders, ABC Settlement cases (ABC).

REMINDER - Background Check Rule: Where the Board determines that relief should
be granted or affirmed, but the record of proceedings does not reveal that checks have been
completed, or that checks are current, the Board must remand the record to the Immigration
Judge - BCR remand.

Z This code should be selected for proceedings where there is no decision on deportability or relief
from removal such as when the case is remanded (BCR or REM decision codes). Also applies to
visa petitions, fine proceedings, bond proceedings, rescission cases, interlocutory appeals, and
recognition and accreditation cases, since these proceedings would not result in an order of
exclusion/deportation/removal for the alien.
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V This disposition code should be selected for cases where the Board's order grants or reinstates
voluntary departure.

If you have any questions about which decision or disposition code should be used in a particular case,
please contact your Team Leader and/or Senior Panel Attorney, or Senior Legal Advisor Amy Minton.
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CASE HOLD - Asylum claims filed by
unaccompanied alien children

March 20, 2009

To

From

Board Legal Staff

Juan Osuna, Chairman
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The William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008, Pub. L.
No. 110-457, 122 Stat. 5044 (TVPRA) was enacted on December 23, 2008. The TVPRA
provides, in relevant part, that an asylum officer shall have initial jurisdiction over any asylum
application filed by an unaccompanied alien child (UAC). TVPRA § 235(d)(7)(B). This
provision is effective on March 23, 2009, and applies to all aliens in pending proceedings before
the Executive Office for Immigration Review on the date of enactment of the TVPRA.
Accordingly, pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 1003.l(e)(8)(iii), I am directing that the adjudication time
limits be temporarily suspended in individual case appeals where the following criteria are met:
□

The alien filed an asylum application before the Immigration Court in his/her name, and
at the time of filing before the Immigration Court was, or could have been, a UAC. A
UAC is defined as a person:
• who has no lawful immigration status in the United States;
• who has not attained 18 years of age; and
• with respect to whom there is no parent or legal guardian in the United States, or for
whom no parent or legal guardian in the United States is available to provide care and
physical custody.

□

The alien had not filed an affirmative asylum application before Citizenship and
Immigration Services (or the former Immigration and Naturalization Service).

The record may not be clear about whether the child was unaccompanied at the time of filing,
and whether an affirmative asylum application was filed. If the record is not clear, but the alien
was under 18 at the time of filing, the case is subject to the hold. If you can tell that any one of
these criteria do not apply, e.g., the alien was over 18 at the time the application was filed, the
case is not subject to the hold. If you find a case falling within these guidelines, bring the case to
the attention of your team leader or Senior Panel Attorney.

